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A GLANCE INTO SHEMA SCHOOL:

SHEMA School is an educational institution that focuses on promoting and honing on creative

thinking, talent development, practical skills, values formation and character building.

 

Our Mission

Following Christ call to excellence, our mission is to engage students in a Christ centred education,

equipping, nurturing and inspiring them to impact the world for Christ through the unique

academic, social, spiritual and physical talents.

 

Our Vision

To be a renowned Christian School with a dynamic educational program that nurtures innovative,

loving and principled boys and girls

 

Our Motto

Building Blocks to Royalty

 

Our Values

Service to God and Man, our Mission

Honesty, our Principle

Excellence, our Drive

Motivation, our Style

Adventure, our Pursuit



DIRT IS GOOD!

The bible says, train a child in the way that

(s)he should go, and when they are old,

they will not depart from it. Here at Shema,

we realise it's never too early to instill the

value of hardwork. During the gardening

lessons, our kids learnt how to prepare

land, cultivate and to harvest. Various farm

implements were introduced, identified and

put into use. That dirt is good, and farming

forms the backbone of our economy cannot

be overemphasized

On February 4th 2020, we held a thanksgiving ceremony at Shema

School, to say Thank the Lord for safely guiding us even as we

turned  a record 1 year old! Thank you our dear parents and our

lovely kids for walking with us, and being part of our beautiful

beginnings!



It's
Museum
O'clock

During our museum visit in term one, the kids were encouraged to have a love
for history and learning. 
 
An interest in science, art and history were aroused in our kids as they kept asking various
questions on the various artifacts we came across. They learnt about various times in history and
technological advancement through the ages, hence a broader understanding of the past. 
 
The kids observed various exhibits, different styles over a wide range of subjects, how things
work, and how they came about. This improved their higher and critical thinking skills which are
fundamental for their future success. They also learnt new words which improved their language
skills. The visit also opened the door for the children's curiosity, kindled conversations,
encouraged discussions and transformed into laboratories of ideas! The kids were exposed to
many opportunities that sparked creative moments! 



MAKIMEI CHILDEN HOME VISIT
BY OUR VERY OWN SHEMA KIDS!

 

It's often said, Sharing is caring! 
On 14th February, when the whole

world was celebrating love, Shema Kids
did not miss a chance to share love with

the children at Makimei. They carried
some lovely care packs and were so

happy to be the reason they smiled that
day! Kudos our little ones! The world is

so much better when we show love! 



SHEMA SCHOOL
P I C T U R E  S P E A K







Please note that due to the Coronavirus pandemic, next term dates will be communicated as soon as this is
clear. For now, enjoy the learning on our digital plattforms

We have adopted E-
learning, so that despite

the Corona Pandemic,
our kids education is not

interrupted. You can
always share feedback
on your experience so
far on our available

platforms of
communication.

E - L E A R N I N G
F O R  S H E M A

K I D S !


